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We study electron-electron interaction effects in the thermodynamic properties of quantum-dot systems. We
obtain the direct and exchange contributions to the specific heatCv in the self-consistent Hartree-Fock ap-
proximation at finite temperatures. An exchange-induced phase transition is observed and the transition tem-
perature is shown to be inversely proportional to the size of the system. The exchange contribution toCv
dominates over the direct and kinetic contributions in the intermediate regime of interaction strengthsrs,1d.
Furthermore, the electron-electron interaction modifies both the amplitude and the period of magnetic field-
induced oscillations inCv.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research on semiconductor quantum dotssQD’sd and
nanostructures have drawn considerable effort in recent
years.1 In particular, the study of electron-electron interac-
tion effects on the ground state and excited states of QD’s
has been a very active subject. A variety of methods have
been used in such studies, ranging from the exact diagonal-
ization of few electron systems2–7 to sophisticated numerical
schemes based on the density functional theory, quantum
Monte Carlo simulations, and mean-field approximations.8

Among the last ones, the self-consistent Hartree-Fock
sSCHFd approximation has been successfully applied to
QD’s in a number of works9–17 which focused attention on
calculations of the pair-correlation function9 and addition
spectra,10,11 and on configurations of the Wigner-like mol-
ecule in the strongly interacting regime.12–14

A less pursued track is the use of SCHF to study magnetic
and thermodynamic properties of semiconductor QD’s.15–17

Electron-electron interaction was shown to give an important
contribution to thermodynamic properties such as the
magnetization7,15 and the magnetic susceptibility.6,17Another
quantity of experimental interest is the specific heatCv,
which has been studied in a number of works in both
noninteracting18,19 and interacting2,16 QD systems. In Ref.
16, Deanet al. reported an interesting interaction-induced
phase transition in parabolic QD’s withN,6 electrons. This
phase transition manifests itself as sharp drops in the specific
heat as the temperature reaches a critical value. Nevertheless,
a systematic study on how such a transition depends on the
interaction coupling parameterrs of the dot, which measures
the relative electron-electron interaction strength, remains to
be performed.

In this paper, we address the role of the exchange inter-
action in the thermodynamic properties of nonparabolic
QD’s. Specifically, we study the kinetic, direct, and exchange
contribution to the specific heat in a finite-temperature
Hartree-Fock approach.10,11 In a previous work using this
method,17 we have shown that the exchange interaction con-
tribution is the dominant term in magnetic properties such as
the zero-field susceptibility in the intermediate regime of in-
teraction strengthsrs,1d. We find in this investigation that

the exchange effects also play a dominant role on the
specific-heat properties. In particular, the exchange electron
correlations dominate the finite-temperature phase transition
and is the leading contribution toCv for rs,1. We also find
that the transition temperature scales with the inverse of the
dot size. As a consequence, this phase transition could, in
principle, be experimentally observed for dots of tens of na-
nometers across at an attainable temperature range.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
the system to be studied and its main features. The results for
the specific heat and the discussion of main results are given
in Sec. III as well as our closing remarks.

II. THE MODEL

We consider the problem ofN interacting electrons con-
fined in a two-dimensionals2Dd square quantum dot of size
L and subjected to an external magnetic fieldB perpendicu-
lar to the electron system. To account for screening effects,
the electron-electron interaction is modeled by an Yukawa-
type potential6 and the model Hamiltonian reads as

H = o
n=1

N

hsr nd + o
n,n8

N
e2

er

e−kur n−r n8u

ur n − r n8u
, s1d

wherer n indicates the position of thenth electron. We con-
sider low g-factor QD’s, so that the Zeeman term can be
safely disregarded. Above,k gives the effective interaction
range ander is the background dielectric constant. Fork=0,
there are no screening effects and the “bare” Coulomb inter-
action is recovered.

The single-particle Hamiltonianhsr d is given by

hsr d =
1

2m* Fp +
e

c
Asr dG2

+ usr d, s2d

wherem* is the electron effective mass andusr d is the hard-
wall confining potential. The vector potentialA is chosen in
the symmetric gauge, namely,A =s−By/2 ,Bx/2 ,0d. Hereaf-
ter, the magnetic field is expressed in units ofF /F0, where
F=BA is the magnetic flux through the system areaA and
F0=hc/e is the quantum flux unit.
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A key parameter in our analysis isL /aB
* , the QD lengthL

in units of the effective Bohr radiusaB
* ="2er /m

*e2 which
gives the relative strength of thee-e interaction as compared
to the kinetic energy of the system.10 For a square dot of side
L, the potential energy scales withL−1 while the kinetic en-
ergy scales withL−2. Therefore, asL is increased, the poten-
tial energy becomes increasingly more important.

The standard dimensionless parameter that quantifies
the ratio between the potential and kinetic energies of the
system is the so-called Brueckner parameterrs, which in 2D
reads asrs

2=A / sNpfaB
* g2d. Therefore,L /aB

* andrs are related
by rs=sL /aB

* d /ÎpN. Furthermore, by choosing a square hard-
wall confinement, one can easily tuners by changing the
dot’s lateral sizeL.

The many-body ground-state energy is obtained in the
finite-temperature SCHF approximation. The SCHF equa-
tions read as11,16

hsr dfisr d + o
j
Fnj E dr 8f j

*sr 8dvsr ,r 8df jsr 8dGfisr d

− o
j
Fnj E dr 8f j

*sr 8dvsr ,r 8df jsr dfisr 8dG = «i
HFfisr d,

s3d

where the sums run over all HF orbitals. Hereni
=hexpfs«i

HF−md /kBTg+1j−1 is the Fermi occupation number
of the ith HF orbital with corresponding wave functionfisr d
and energy«i

HF. As in the standard procedure, the chemical
potentialm is determined by requiring thatN=oini. We trun-
cate the number of orbitals and take only theM ù2N lowest-
energy states into account.

The SCHF ground-state energy is given by

Eg
HF ; THF + Vd

HF − Vx
HF

= o
i

nikfiuhufil +
1

2o
i,j

ninjskfif juvufif jl

− kfif juvuf jfild, s4d

where theufil are the HF orbitals, self-consistent solutions of
Eq. s3d and THF, Vd

HF, and Vx
HF are the kinetic, direct, and

exchange contributions to the ground-state energy, respec-
tively. We are interested in the intermediate interaction
strength regimesrs,1d. In this regime, the direct interaction
term Vd

HF is the leading contribution to theEg
HF, followed by

THF, andVx
HF, respectively.

The details on the matrix elements calculations and the
Hartree-Fock method can be found in Refs. 6 and 17, respec-
tively.

We calculate the specific heatCv of the system in this
SCHF approximation, namely,

Cv = S ]U

]T
D

V
, s5d

whereU is the internal energy andT is the system tempera-
ture. The first-order exchange and Hartree contributions to
Cv can be accounted for by approximatingU<Eg

HF, so that

for Eg
HF given by Eq.s4d, there are kineticsCv

kind, directsCv
dd,

and exchangesCv
xd contributions toCv.

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We analyze the behavior of the specific heatCv as a func-
tion of relevant parameters of the system, i.e., the tempera-
ture T, the interaction strengthL /aB

* , the magnetic field
F /F0, the potential rangek−1, and the number of electrons
N. The results given in this section are for the Coulomb case
sk=0d with N=10 electrons in the dot. We should mention
that QD’s with up toN=20 electrons and with the screened
interactionskÞ0d were also considered, and the same over-
all qualitative features were observed. In the remaining of
this section, energy and temperature are given in units of the
typical scales for the system, namely,EL="2/ sm*L2d and
TL=EL /kB, respectively.

The ground-state energyEg
HF increases with temperature

as shown in Fig. 1sad for N=10 andrs=0.89. Nevertheless,
this increase is not smooth and a sudden change in slope is
observed at a certain temperatureT* . By analyzing the ki-
netic energyTHF, the direct termVd

HF and the exchange con-
tribution Vx

HF given by Eq.s4d, we see that bothVd
HF andVx

HF

decrease withT, as expected. Furthermore, we observe
clearly that the change in slope is a feature due to the ex-
change interaction, since neitherTHF nor Vd

HF display cusps
at T=T* fFigs. 1sbd–1sddg.

The abrupt change in slope in the energy causes a discon-
tinuity in the specific heatCvsTd at T=T* , as seen in Fig. 2.
A sharp drop develops for a wide range of values of the
interaction strength parametersfor simplicity, the noninter-
acting case is referred to as “L /aB

* =0” or “rs=0.” The non-
interacting curve does not display any sharp dropsd.

Discontinuities in the specific heat are usually regarded as
signatures of phase transitions.20 In fact, such transitions are
accompanied by a charge reordering in the ground-state dis-
tribution, as shown in the insets of Fig. 2. The lack of theC4

FIG. 1. sColor onlined sad Ground-state energyEHF as function
of temperature forN=10 electrons andrs=0.89. The kineticsbd,
exchangescd, and directsdd contributions toEHF are also plotted.
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rotational symmetry in the charge distributions is a conse-
quence of the nonlinear coupling of the original orbitals in
Eq. s3d and is a peculiarity of the Hartree-Fock approxima-
tion. Nonetheless, a clear charge rearrangement is verified as
the system undergoes the phase transition. Most strikingly is
the fact that this is an exchange-induced phase transition and
it is a direct consequence of exchange effects between the
electrons in the dot. Such transitions were reported in previ-
ous studies16 as related to phase transitions in the ground-
state charge distribution inside the dot.

The reduced transition temperature varies both as a func-
tion of the number of electrons and the relative interaction
strength. ForN=20, up to three transitions are observed in
the temperature range 2,T/TL,20 snot shownd. In Fig. 3,
the dependence of the critical temperatureT* /TL with rs

−2

swhich is proportional to the densityN/L2d is shown. We
also depictT* /TL as a function ofL /aB

* in the inset of Fig. 3
and a roughly linear dependence is observed. These results
imply that the transition temperatureT* scales withL−1 since

TL~L−2. The data are very well described by a linear fit
sT* ~L−1d as shown in the figure.

Such a scaling behavior allows us to estimate the values
of the critical temperatureT* for typical dot sizes. For GaAs
QD’s with L,50 nm one obtainsT* ,11 K and it decreases
with 1/L for larger dots. The transition temperature further
decreases when screening effects are taken into account. For
the potential range ofk−1=L /10 andL,50 nm, we obtain
T* ,2 K.

We have also investigated the specific heat dependence
with both the interaction strength parameter and the mag-
netic field for a fixed temperature. The kinetic, direct, and
exchange contributions toCv at T=3TL are shown in Fig. 4
as a function ofrs. As the relative interaction strength param-
eter increases, the exchange contributionCv

x rises fast and
becomes the leading contribution toCv for rs,1. This is a
surprising result sinceVx

HF is smaller thanVd
HF andTHF by a

factor of 2–3ssee Fig. 1d. However, the effect of temperature
in the variation ofVx

HF is stronger andCv
x.Cv

kin, Cv
d for rs

,1. The direct term, on the other hand, gives a smaller nega-
tive contribution which cancels out the positiveCv

kin swhich
is dominant forrs!1d. A peak inCv appears at the value of
rs for which T* =3TL and approaches zero for higher values
of rs, since temperatures changes do not sensibly affect the
ground-state energy in the strongly interacting regime.

The specific heat oscillates as a function of the magnetic
field with increasing amplitude, as seen in the inset of Fig. 4.
The interaction influences both the period and the amplitude
of CvsBd. The noninteracting curve displays an oscillatory
pattern with both high and low harmonics. For higher values
of the interaction strength parameter, the higher harmonics
are suppressed and an oscillation period is defined more
clearly. For even higher values ofrs, the oscillation period
decreases. A similar behavior was seen in the magnetization
and magnetic susceptibility of QD systems,17 and it is related
to an effective increase in the chemical potential asrs in-
creases.

In summary, we have investigated interaction effects in
the thermodynamic properties of QD’s. The exchange inter-
action plays a relevant role on the specific heat features and

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Specific heat as function of temperature
for the noninteractingssolid lined and interacting cases. In the latter,
the interaction strength values arers=1.07 sup trianglesd, 2.14
scirclesd, and 3.30sdiamondsd. The insets show typical charge dis-
tributions in the dot before and after the transition.

FIG. 3. Reduced transition temperatureT* /TL as function ofrs
−2

ssee text for detailsd. Inset,T* /TL increases linearly with the inter-
action strengthL /aB

* .

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Specific heat as function ofrs scirclesd.
Also plotted are the kineticssquaresd, direct sup trianglesd, and ex-
changesdown trianglesd contributions. Inset,Cv as function of mag-
netic flux F /F0 for the noninteractingssolid lined and interacting
cases withrs=0.53 strianglesd, 0.89 shalf-filled circlesd, and 1.78
sfilled circlesd. Curves are off-set for clarity.
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is the leading contribution for dots in thers,1 range. The
exchange induced finite-temperature phase transition, studied
in previous works,16 has been shown to depend on the inter-
action strength parameter, or equivalently, on the system size
L. The transition temperatureT* decreases asL increases and
we estimate that the transition regime could be experimen-
tally accessible for sufficiently small dots. Furthermore, the
specific heat oscillates with the magnetic field and both pe-
riod and amplitude of such oscillations strongly depend on
interaction effects.

Experiments to verify our findings using single quantum
dots are likely too demanding. The specific heat has been
measured in multilayer 2D electron gases in the Landau re-
gime with heat-pulse21 and steady-state ac-temperature
calorimetry22 techniques, with resolutions inCv still much

lower than the required to test our results. One possible way
to overcome such difficulty is to perform experiments in en-
sembles of nearly identical dots in a multilayer configuration
so that the contribution from single dots is amplified. This is,
nonetheless, an experimentally challenging task which would
bring a different understanding to the many-body effects in
the thermodynamics of such small-scale devices.
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